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Abstract: One of the most impending drawbacks of modern information technology and communication devices is the problem of user interfacing. The focus of the research community to tackle this problem is almost exclusively set to the concept of personalization based on user modeling procedures. The major difficulty of user modeling procedures is the required input data about the modeled user. Studies and practical experiences show that, on one hand, the efficiency of user modeling relies on acquired data about the user, and on the other hand, it is extremely irritating for user to constantly provide such data about her or his feelings and behavior. Therefore there is a need for non-intrusive and non-irritating data collection about the user. There are several approaches such as distributed sensors and real time analysis of video capturing the user’s behavior with the intention of identifying specific information about user’s behavior.

The problem statement of noninvasive data acquisition for user modeling along with a typical system architecture will be presented in the paper. A set of unavoidable information processing techniques in this context will be introduced. The proposed approach will be further detailed by data acquisition based on a real time video analysis and higher order post processing of gathered user data. A major part of the paper is focused on post processing of user data in terms of geometrical, topological and logical analysis with the aim of achieving an effective user model.
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1. Introduction

The goal of user modeling is to make the interaction between the user and a complicated communication device as easy as possible. Clearly, the user who has bought a device for entertainment, education or any other purpose wants to use it for that purpose and not to read several pages of complicated instructions and then face the even more complicated user interface. To achieve this, we track user interactions over time, acquire and store different kind of information on user properties, features and behavior, both short and long term, and build his user model. We update the user model automatically. Any contextual information available is also used.
Unfortunately, the process of gathering user information is usually irritating for the user and this is in contradiction of the goal of user modeling. Therefore, there is a need for non-invasive (non-intrusive) acquisition of user modeling. For already listed reasons, there are several limitations of such acquisition since we do not wish to bother the user and we wish to respect his privacy. Beside that, the measurement conditions (environment illumination etc) may vary significantly. As a consequence, there is also a need for gathered data postprocessing in order to enhance the performance of the user modeling system. As detailed later, such data processing is the incorporation of contextual apriori available information, data fusion of information from different sensors, etc.

2. Problem statement

The problem of user modeling is to support and ease the interaction between the user and the communication device utilizing the apriori known conceptual information and the analysis of gathered data about the user past behavior. As already mentioned, the problem we address in this paper is how to gather user information without disturbing his work in any way. As such, we continue with the distinction of intrusive vs. Nonintrusive data acquisition and then provide the framework of user modeling system in order to put user modeling into the real world context.

2.1 Intrusive vs. non-intrusive data acquisition

When we speak about non-intrusive (non-invasive) data acquisition we have to define first the criteria for intrusiveness. As our work is focused on human-computer interaction we formulate the following statement:

An approach for data acquisition is considered intrusive when it distracts the user from her/his core interaction with the computer for the sake of data acquisition thus making the core interaction non-spontaneous.

Let us take a movie recommender system as the application with which the user interacts. Asking the user for explicit ratings of a movie is an intrusive form of feedback acquisition since the user is annoyed and distracted from the watching of the movie. A camera that observes the user is considered a non-intrusive way of data acquisition as the user is mostly unaware of it. A body sensor (e.g. skin conductance response sensor) that is physically attached to the user is considered an non-intrusive feedback acquirement channel.

2.2 The framework for user modeling

To put the problem user modeling into the context, we depict the underlying environment including user and data acquisition devices, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The topmost view of the proposed framework for adaptive Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). At the basis is the interaction between the user and the application running on a device (computer, set-top-box . . . ). The user’s response is monitored through a variety of sensors (video stream, Galvanic skin Response, . . . ). The sensors’ outputs are merged into the Data fusion and Interpretation module. This module processes all the inputs from the sensors and produces a vector containing high-level features. It applies machine learning algorithms to perform the requested task. The application (with which the user interacts) is a user-state-aware application and adapts its processing and output to the state of the user. The HCI loop is thus closed.

3. User scenarios

To clarify the goal of user modeling, we briefly describe one of the many possible user scenarios being recommender system for multimedia items. Other user scenarios are creation of virtual communities, personal shopping assistant, user adopted learning, personalized tourist guide etc.

3.1 Scenario: Recommender system for multimedia items

Today we face an impressive growth of digital multimedia content (DVDs, DivXs, MP3s . . . ), devices for the consumption of multimedia items (digital TVs, DVD players, set-top-boxes, mobile phones, MP3 players, . . . ) and distribution channels (cable TV, optical fiber, WiFi, UMTS, . . . ). This puts the end user in a historically unique position: never has she/he been in such a favorable position in terms of choice variety but still, never she/he has been so confused regarding her/his choices.

From the content provider point of view the users are not consuming as much multimedia content as one would think at first glance. This is why recommender systems that are able to filter out from a huge multimedia database only those items that are relevant for the specific end user are starting to get their fair share.

A recommender system is usually formalized as a rating prediction module. Based on knowledge about the end user the recommender system makes a prediction of the rating that the user would give to each item if she/he was able to watch all items [1]. It then makes a limited selection of few top prediction-rated items and offers them to the end user thus easing the choice and boosting consumption. In order to perform the rating predication a recommender system requires knowledge about the end users and knowledge about the content items. These are usually formalized as user profiles and
item profiles. Based on this knowledge the recommender system engages an algorithm, which can be content-based, collaborative or a hybrid combination of both.

An ideal to which we are trying to get is to have accurate feedback gathered in a non-intrusive fashion. To achieve this we propose a platform that collects data from users while they are consuming multimedia content through a wide range of sensors: video camera, GSR (Galvanic Skin Response) sensors, heart pulse, blood pressure, haptic and many others. Figure 2 depicts the proposed solution. The raw inputs are preprocessed and low level features are extracted. Based on machine learning algorithms these low level features are mapped to an emotive state which is a piece of information that the recommender system uses to properly model the user. So far the research in our group is dealing only with video input for the detection of the emotive state and with MPEG7 [2] usage history information. In the proposed architecture we also have explicit user ratings which are used to create a training dataset for tuning the machine learning algorithms.

The detection of the affective state is performed into the VAD (valence-arousal-dominance) space. The VAD space is a generalisation of the basic six emotions [3] proposed by Ekman [4].

4. Visual data acquisition and postprocessing

In this section, we briefly present relevant data acquisition techniques and relevant real time processing techniques and then devote more effort into postprocessing techniques being an important part of this work.

4.1 Real time video acquisition

Existing real time video processing techniques are applied in user monitoring and user model building. The quality of USB web cameras now meet the requirements of at least some real time video processing techniques in this context. It is important to bear in mind that the goal of user modeling systems is to help user interacting with complicated communication devices and not to complicate it. Therefore it is important that we do not relay on user collaboration with the video acquisition device since it is usually irritating for him and in contradiction with the purpose of the whole system.

4.2 Real time feature postprocessing

Real time feature postprocessing is of key importance of the proposed system. This is due to the following two facts, 1. the data acquisition conditions varies significantly and may be extremely poor (for instance, the illumination of the scene when video is captured) and 2. the success rate of all known pattern recognition techniques (identity recognition etc) are highly dependent on the quality of the captured data. On the other hand, various types of context dependent information is available and can be utilized to improve the overall performance of the system. For demonstration purposes only we will mostly limit ourselves on real time video based human identity and age recognition for the purpose of user modeling.
Figure 2: Scenario for the multimedia recommender system: The end user is trying to access multimedia items (movies, pictures) from a huge database through an application. The application implements a recommender algorithm which filters through only those items that are relevant to the user. This is done through a content-based or collaborative content filtering algorithms which are based on the personal user’s profile and on items’ profiles. The user’s response during the consumption of the multimedia item is monitored through 3 channels: the usage history channel, the explicit rating of the item and through a non-intrusive video channel. The video channel is decomposed into low-level features and an emotional state vector is calculated. The information from all three channels is then merged and used by the recommender system to update the profiles for more accurate future content filtering.

In practice, more than one user is monitored simultaneously. In the case of a video on demand application, typically more than one user is watching the selected movie at the same time. Such users can be of different characteristics (age, personal preferences etc) and separate user models are to be built for each user.

A detailed description of user data postprocessing dataflow will be given. Prior to it, let us consider what kind of apriori known information is available and applicable in this context. We divide it into three types as follows.

- Geometrical information: The geometry of the user space (his environment where he consumes the material, e.g. watch movies etc) is known to some extent.
- Topological information: As a distinction from geometrical one, topological information is independent from the monitored scene geometry. It includes impossible configurations like one face below another one and not closer (smaller) enough etc.
- Logical information: An example of logical information is that a particular person can not appear twice at the same frame.

The above described information can be utilized to enhance the quality of selected feature recognition (identity, age, etc) since we can apriori eliminate candidates for human faces according to a contextual map (see geometrical information above). It
turned out, details are given in section Discussion later, that the precision of recognition
can be increased from useless to good quality one. Beside that, the computational
complexity of the whole process can be reduced since the search space is reduced
according to the contextual map. Furthermore, the logical postprocessing prevents the
system to make obviously wrong recognitions which is extremely corruptive for the
usability of built user model.

The architecture of user data postprocessing in the form of a reduced UML diagram
is shown at Figure 3. To reduce the size of the image, dataflow activities are not shown
but only objects, that is activity results are listed. To provide a detailed explanation,
activities (in this case, algorithms and procedures) are labeled by lowercase roman
numbers. The dataflow concentrates on users identity based on a real time video analysis
only.

Figure 3: User data processing dataflow
After some initial remarks we describe the given dataflow according to the mentioned roman number labels of underlying procedures. Note that more than one human face identity recognition method is used in the presented scheme. The left hand side column represents Method 1 and the right hand side column represents Method N assuming that there are N methods available.

First of all, why we use more than one recognition method instead of a single effective one? It turns out that any (identity, age, etc) recognition method has certain drawbacks no matter how well it is tuned up. On the other hand, it turns out that these drawbacks are such that they come out at different situations. Therefore, it is reasonable to run several recognition methods in parallel and then combine their results on each detected human face.

We continue the presented dataflow (Figure 3) description by separate steps of processing labeled by roman numbers.

(i) The goal of this step is to detect all human faces that appear at the input frame. The result is reported as a list of coordinates of rectangles (regions) of human faces. They are of different positions and can be of different sizes. As the most effective general purpose human face detector we use Viola-Jones detector [5], the implementation provided in OpenCV library [7].

(ii) First all detected faces that are not possible in terms of geometrical and topological analysis are removed. Positions and dimensions of all detected faces (regions as rectangles) are then compared to the stored ones and decided to be stored as new ones or already detected ones. If the position and sizes of newly detected face is close enough to one of the stored one, it is assumed that the same face is represented by the new one and the position and dimensions of the previously stored face is set to the new one. Otherwise, if no match is found between in-this-frame detected face and already stored ones, it is stored as a new one. Therefore it is assumed that a new person entered the monitored scene.

(iii) From the step (iii) to the step (vii) face images are processed separately by N recognitions methods, certain postprocessing routines are interconnected as depicted by dotted arrows. At this stage, each recognition method is run on each detected face (subregion of captured frame) and a predefined number of most probable identities are stored in the buffer at Stage 1. It turns out that since the recognition is not perfect, it is a good strategy to store not only the best (most probable) identity but a given number of best identities.

(iv) Logical analysis of captured identities is performed to get to the stage 2. First, the multiple occurrences of a single identity are removed in a way such that the most probable ones are chosen. A Bayes probability scheme [24] is applied to determine the most probable ones. The probability of each identity is also stored to the buffer for later use.

(v) At the next stage, identities of the same face detected at the current frame computed by recognition methods 1 to N at stage 2 are compared to each other for all detected faces. It may happen that they do not coincide. In this case, the most probable identity of each face is determined in the context of all methods. Again, a Bayes probability scheme is applied here.

(vi) All person (face) identities together with their probabilities determined in previous steps are now added into a buffer holding a history of identities of each
face detected on the monitored scene. That is, every detected is tracked over several frames, their identities are determined in each frame and stored into this buffer. This is done for every method separately.

(vii) At step (vii), postprocessed results of all N methods are fused together into the final decision of identity of each identified face on a monitored scene. Statistical data analysis methods are applied here. Histograms of identities for each detected face by each recognition method are built and then statistical decision theory is applied to decide the most likely identity as the final result of the whole procedure. Note that data captured by other sensors and relevant for a given person identity can be taken into account here.

(viii) Final decision is reported into the system to utilize it in building each user model.

5. Discussion

The first question we need to address in discussion is what the gain of the presented postprocessing techniques is. For demonstration purposes only, assume we use PCA [8] based method of human face recognition as a part of automatic user modeling construction. It is known that this method achieves quite a reasonable precision when human faces are frontal and that it’s precision goes down rapidly when the analyzed face is rotated. Clearly, there are a lot of rotations present when a typical user behavior is monitored. Experimental results show that with no postprocessing the recognition results are not useful at all. The implementation of the above given scheme provides close to perfect results. In numbers, only 15% of correct identifications can be improved to over 80% of final precision. A general experience shared by many biometrical and surveillance applications is that one can achieve better results by combining several less effective fast recognition methods than by one sophisticated and more effective recognition method.

6. Conclusion and further work

A problem of effective user modeling based on a non-intrusive user data acquisition and gathered data postprocessing is presented in the paper. A real world context of user modeling is introduced in order to motivate the described scheme. According to our experience, the incorporation of contextual information about the user behavior and his working environment is of key importance here. As a consequence, this work mostly concentrates on the postprocessing of gathered user data via real time video analysis. The postprocessing is based on an effective combination of several methods run in parallel and statistical analysis of obtained results.

Our future work plan includes effective data fusion of yet another type of data made available by new sensor technology such as skin moisture measurement. An important pursue is also covering different user scenarios and applications of user modeling that are expected to appear in the area of modern communications.
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Sadržaj: Jedan od najznačajnijih nedostataka savremenih informacionih i komunikacionih tehnologija i uređaja predstavlja problem korisničkog interfejsa. U centru pažnje istraživača je da se pozabave koncepcijom personalizacije na bazi modeliranja korisničkih procedura. Glavna teškoća pri tome je zahtev za korisničkim modelom. Studije i praktično iskustvo pokazuju da u jednu ruku efikasnost korisničkog modeliranja zavisi od poznavanja podataka o korisniku, a sa druge strane za korisnika je često vrlo teško da obezbedi mogućnost pružanja podataka o svojim osećajima i ponašanju. Stoga postoji potreba za neinvazivnim prikupljanjem podataka. U tu svrhu postoji nekoliko različitih pristupa kao što su npr. distribuirani senzori i analiza videa u realnom vremenu, koja omogućuje identifikaciju specifične informacije o ponašanju korisnika.

U ovom radu prikazan je problem utvrđivanja neinvazivne akvizicije podataka za korisničko modeliranje. Uz to je prikazana karakteristična arhitektura jednog takvog sistema. U tom kontekstu je ovdje izveden niz tehnika za obradu informacija. Predloženi pristup sadrži detalje akvizicije podataka na bazi video analize u realnom vremenu. Glavni deo rada je fokusiran na postprocessing podataka o korisniku, pri čemu se koristi geometrijska, topološka i logička analiza u cilju postizanja što boljeg korisničkog modela.

Ključne reči: korisničko modeliranje, neinvazivna akvizicija podataka, fuzija podataka
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